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ROTC HIGHLIGHTS ARE 
ALWAYS ON •.• PAGE 3 
VOLUME XXXI CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, l\IARCH 14, 1947 NO. 16 
ORATORICAL CONTEST FINALS DUE 
Boxing Matches, Sports Movies, 
Talli To Headline Free Stag 
, p,.og1-c111i To Include Entel'tain1nent 
Coach S By Xavie,.'s Clef Club And Band 
Nite 
Ry Joe iUeyer 
Competing for the coveted and highly prized Oratorical 
Medal on Tuesday evening, March 18 at 8:15 p.m. at Our 
Lady of Cincinnati college, Edgecliffe, will be eight Xavier 
students, winners over 40 contestants in the preliminaries, 
who are in training this week to bring to the expected at-
tendance of 500 their talents and te'chniques as orators and 
public speakers. The contest will be the 5lst Washington 
SPECIAL INVITATIONS ARE EXTENDED 
TO DADS AND FRIENDS OF STUDENTS 
For an evening replete with sports thrills, all students are 
urged to attend the action-packed "Stag Night at -Xavier"· which 
the Student Council is sponsoring next Friday evening, March 21st. 
The Fieldhouse will be the scene, and the program will begin at 
8:00 p.m. Admission will be free, and the Student Council has ex- I 
tended an invitation to the fathers of the students to attend with 
their sons. Arrangements are being made by the Social Committee 
to accommodate more than 1,000 persons. j 
According to Larry Austing, 
Chairman, four exciting three 
round boxing matches between 
members of Xavier's ·varsity 
boxing team will begin the pro-
gram. A ring is being install-
erj on the Fieldhouse floor near 
the 'Xavier side,' which will 
provide all who attend with 
ringside seats. 
Three movie shorts will be 
shown and will include Football 
Thrills of 1946, depicting high-
lights of last season's grid clas-
sics. In addition, there will be 
another sports short and a car-
toon. 
The climax of the program 
will. be the informal talk which 
Coach Ed Kluska will give, out-
lining his gridiron plans for 
the coming fall season to place 
Xavier on the football map once 
again. 
Refreshments . will be served 
at a nominal cost. 
Clef Club Spring 
Concert At Alms 
Symphony Leader 
To Be Guest Star 
On X Radio Series 
The tliird and fourth in the 
series of ten weekly WKRC "Xa-
vier Presents" programs will be 
heard at 4: 45 p.m. on Saturdays, 
March 15 and 22, with special 
skits outlining the ROTC program 
at Xavier, a newscast of coming 
events for the University, and 
an interview with the brilliant 
young American conductor, Mr. 
Thor Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, coming to Cincin-
nati for a three-day visit, will 
be the guest of the "Xavier Pre-
sents" program, and will be in-
terviewed by Mr. Frank C. Bal-
mert, Fine Arts columnist for 
the News. During the war, Mr. 
Johnson and Mr. Joseph Link, 
Jr., XU News Faculty Director, 
became acquainted and good 
friends when both served as fac-
ulty members of the Shriven-
ham American University in 
England. 
INVITATION 
The President and the Fac-
• ulty of Xavier University In-
vite the Xavier Family-
Students, Parents, Alumni, 
Alumnae, and Friencls-to at-
teml the Annual Oratorical 
Contest on Tuesday, March 
18, 1947, at 8:15 p.m., in the 
Audit01·ium of Our Lady of 
Cincinnati College, Edgecliff 
and Victory Parkway. 
'Oratorical Contest in the history of Xavier University. 
The contestants this week an-
nounccd the subjects on which 
they will speak. They are, in 
the ol'der in which they will ap-
pear in the contest: Dick O'Shan-
non, '50, "America's Challenge;" 
Joseph M. Burke, '48, "Joan of 
I Lorraine;" Rourke J. Sheehan, 
I 
'47, "Modern City of God;" Paul 
L--------------•, A. Busam, '49, "Catholic Men 
of Science;" Robert H. Helmes, 
'49, "Don't Take That Poison;" 
Arthur P. Bruegger, '49, "Our 
Queen City - Cincinnati;" Rob-
ert 'A. Con way, '49, "Universal 
Military Training;" and Donald 
J. Schenking, '47, "The United 
States and World Peace." 
Included on the program, in 
addition to the speeches, will be 
several numbers by the Xaviel' 
1 Clef Club, undel' the auspices 
of Mr. Franklin Bens. The 
Clef Club is to be accompanied 
by the Xavicl' University Band 
under the dil'cction of Mr. Gil-
bert Maringer. 
The judges normally include 
the President of the Alumni As-
sociation. However, this year, 
Robert A. Conway, the son of 
the Alumni President, is one of 
the contestants. Mr. Charles 
Eisenhardt, '29, vice president of 
the Association, has replaced Mr. 
Alfred A. Conway, '17, president 
of the Association, as one of the 
judges. The other judges arc 
the Rev. Thomas A. Devitt of 
Mt. St. Mary Seminary, Nor-
wood, and Mt'. Robert A. Ryan, 
class of '34. 
The Xavier Uifiversity Clef 
Club will present its first for-
mal concert of the spring season 
at the Hotel Alms, Sunday eve-
ning at 8 p.m. under the direc-
tion of Mr. Franklin Bens. The 
concert program will include 
renditions of well known bal-
lads and spirituals, liturgical 
songs, novelty numbers, and 
songs of Xavier, accompanied 
by Mr. Henri Golembiewski on 
Miss Janet Deters, and Miss 
Sue Schimanski of OLC have 
been appointed as guest stars 
and Jimmie Barbara, Junior at 
XU and orchestra leader, will 
be featured in a clarinet solo -
with Tommy Gabriele of Marion 
The winner of the 1944 contest, 
Donald Brinkman, who is now a 
sophomore at Xavier, was not el-
igible to compete. Dr. Charles 
F. Wheeler, Director of Xavier's 
1
1 




the piano. · 
There will be eighteen offer-
ings by the club, six of which 
will feature solos by Joseph 
George, Robert Helmes, and 
Thomas Sheeran. The club, 
consisting of fifty voices prom:-
ises an entertaining evening. 
AU students and friends are in-
vited to attend the concert which 
will be free. 
HISTORY PROFESSOR 
SPEAKS AT REGINA 
Hall as vocalist. 
B1'01nfielcl Lecture 
Centered On Root 
Of World's Travail 
"The Root of Our Troubles" 
will be the topic for discussion 
Tuesday evening, March 23, when 
novelist, lecturer, and commen-
tator Louis Bromfield speaks at 
Taft auditorium in a lecture ar-
ranged under the auspices of 
Xavier University Forum. Brom-
field had previously canceled a 
talk scheduled for an earlier 
date, because of illness. Rocco M. Paone, instructor in 
history at Xavier University, will The Rt. Rev. Monsignor Fulton 
address the students of Regina J, Sheen, Washington, D. C .. 
High School next Thursday af- author, philosopher and radio 
ternoon at 1:45. Mr. Paone's orator, will speak on "The World 
topic will be "The Importance of and the Faith" when he addresses 
the United Nations in the High the assembly the evening of 
School." Over 500 girls are ex- April 20th at the Taft .. 
pected to be in attendance. The "Glacier Priest," the Rev. 
The talk was originally sched- Bernard R. Hubbard, S.J., will 
uled for last Thursday. How- discuss "Mission to Asia" Mon-
ever, the visit paid Regina High day evening, March 24, when he 
by Conrad Cardinal Count von addresses the assembly at the 
Preysing caused the postpone- ,Te Deum Forum in the Newport 
ment of Mr. Paone's talk. High School auditorium. 
Monsignor August J. Kramer, 
diocesan director of the Bishop's 
Relief Drive, which is nationally 
seeking $5,000,000, has announced 
that the local campaign will last 
Oratorical finalists picturecl above are, first row, left to right, from March _16 to March 23. The 
Paul Bruegger, Don Schenking, Dick O'Shannon. Paul Busam ancl ! funds resultmg from this drive 
Bob Helmes stand in rear. will be used to continue the re-
lief program for the war stricken 
in Europe. 
Germcin Cardinal 'Cha1npio1i Of 
Freedom' Asks Fo1· US Aid 
By Tom Ke11enly 
To open the campaign, a special 
collection will be taken up Sun-
day in all parish churches. Bus-
iness and industrial establish-
ments will also be contacted. The 
solicitation will include persons 
of all other faiths. 
The public audience held by His Eminence Conrad Cardinal 
van Preysing, at Regina High School Tuesday afternoon was ex-
pected to aid the Bishop's Relief Campaign for Victims of War 
which will end on Laetare Sunday. 
Mons. Kramer has emphasized 
that contributions will go to 
those who are really deserving A group of Catholic school 
children under the direction of 
Mr. Fehring welcomed His Em-
inence with the Ave Maris Stella. 
Cardinal von Preysing was ac-
companied by the Most Rev. 
Archbishop John T. McNicholas, 
Very Rev. Cannon Schwerdt-
feger, his personal secretary, 
Monsignors from the archdiocese, 
and an honor guard of the 
Knights of Columbus. A host of 
religious from all orders was on 
(Continued on Page 8) 
MASQUE CL U 8 and will not be sidetracked by 
AWA I Ts Sc RI PTS. European government interfer-ence. The fund will be dis-· 
tributed without discrimination While awaiting the arrival of 
scripts for the several one-act as to race, creed, or color. 
plays scheduled, members of the 
Masque Society continued to IN MEMORIAM 
"audition" for parts at the meet- The deepest sympathy of the 
ing held last Thursday evening. faculty and student body is ex-
Arthur M. Ney was appointed tended to l\lr. Joseph Ritten-
Publicity Director and will be 
1
. house, professor of accounting, 
responsible for all future publi- on the death of his baby last 
cizing of the organization. Tuesday, March 11. 
... 
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. . . '· ": · 
[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of 
views and serves as an open forum for free and fr,ank dis-
cussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alum-
ni, and friends. Letters should ~e limited to 200 words, 
must be signed but names will be deleted from pub_lica-
tion if requested.] 
Editor-hi-chief ........................................................................ Robert E. Jacoba, '41 
Alannglng Editor ........................................................................ Thomna Hanna, '40 
As•ocl11te Editor ........................................................................ \Vllllnm Docklnse, '48 
The newest addition to Xavier's 
Military faculty is Major William 
E. Dressler. As a graduate of 
the Virginia Mi~itary Institute in 
1938, the major is well qualified 
for his position. 
A. Noll.Cailiolic Expresses freshmen .participation or for 
H
. T' k representation of the Freshman 
News Editors .................................................... AUre1l Schlef, Howard Nnberhnus, 
After holding a commission in 
the officers' Reserve Corp for a 
short while, Major Dressler was 
called to active duty in 1940. He 
served at various Field Artillery 
is 1ia11 s ~lass. 
Cl11rence Dct:htold, John \\•R<1tlell, C. Chnrlea I,ong. 
Exch1111ge Editor .................................................................................... Georse Vetter 
Sports Editor .................................................................................... Chnrll!IJ Palmer 
Asslstnnts: Uobcrt llummell, \\'llllmn 1.11kof1', Lurry Austlng, Robert J. 
Contes, Ch11rles 1,. Ger11cl, Rleh11r1l Henkel. 
Fentnre JMltor ................................................................ Donald J, Schenklng, '41 
Asslst1111b: Arthur Schuh, Catrl R. Kr11111b, Hobert D1111er, John lV. C11ssln, 
JI'., Gnbl'lcl ,J, Hnrlkt'. Frnnk C. Bnlmert, ,John Lelbohl, P1111l \V, Kelley. 
Ch11rlle f,11rkl11, ,fock :llcC11llo11gh, 
News B11re1m ChlefH ............................ Thomas I,, Kene11ly, Ch11rlcs Jlog1m, Jr., 
, Robert Jlelmes, ,Joo :lleyel'. 
E•·enlng Collell'o Stall' ............................................................ Murie Flournoy, Chlef 
ne1>ortt•1·s nncl CorreHpOIHhmts .................................................... Ch11rle11 E. Koen g, 
Amlrew V. IJ0JeK11k, l'aiftl Jo'. :t:rnMt, H11l1>h Jlollmc~·er. 
Stefl' Photosopherm ........................................................................ Rlclmrd Boehle, 
Stoll'' Artist ........................................................................................ Hobert L. Vehr 
BUSINESS l\IANAGE:.Jl:NT . 
Dush1eH8 l\ln1111ger .................................................................... Jnme8 Blreley, '48 
A8slstnnt BuslnesR l\l111111gers ........................ ,Jerry llnllo~nn, Daniel O'Donnell 
Clrculntlon l\l"1anger ............................................................ .f,ugene J. Friedmann 
JV' 01·d About Those Irish 
ONCE again the wearing of the green is upon us, and Mon-day, March 17, will tell how many amongst us take the 
old tradition to heart. Green will be the order of the day, 
from green shirts to ties to hankies, and, yes, even green 
fatigues will be fitting. Anything green goes to remind us 
of the Emerald Isle, where one of the Church's greatest mis-
sionaries, St. Patrick, labored hundreds of years ago. It is 
a great and glorious tradition that Irish all over the world 
still keep this day of their patron sacr.ed; and it is evident 
that this custom is the keynote to the character and temper-
ment of the grand people to whom 'Erie' is ever home. 
As historians consider events which make history, there 
is little that is remarkable in the history ·of Ireland. Situated 
on an isolated island, its people were the last in Europe to 
become civilized. The nation was always too small to win 
its independence from a powerful England, much less to play 
a prominent part in international affa~rs, and as a result the 
Irish have always been the underdogs in the consort ~f 
nations. However, viewing the situation from a different 
and undoubtedly fairer point of view which takes the Irish 
for what they are and have been rather than for what they 
did in the bloody struggle for independence, we see that a 
greater, more courageous, God-fearing people do not exist. .. 
Always poor and simple, they have nevertheless maintained 
a pride and independence of spirit which· all the world has 
come to admire. They have gone abroad in other lands and 
played important parts in pioneering and the development 
of national governments, Spain,, South America and the 
United States being but a few excellent examples. And 
greatest of all, they have cherished probably more than any 
other nationality their fine old traditions, their loyalties, 
and their Faith ... The very essence which makes the Irish 
the splendid people they are becomes very evident every 
St. Patrick's day. Indeed, as the hymn go.es: 
" ... the best of our glories is bright with us yet 
In the Faith and the feast of St. Patrick's Day." 
e "All F 01· One • • • " Always 
FEW students who titrte and time again exort their valiant Muskies to "fight, fight, fight" on the gridiron and on 
the hardwood know how the warriors of the Evanston cam-
pus first came by the moniker. "Musketeers." 
Prior to the year 1925, the boys from Xavier were re-
fered to by students and newspaper scribes alike as the "Xa-
vierites,'' ''the Saints," the "Blue and Whites," or the "Church-
men." However, in October of that year, as a result of a 
contest conducted by the "Xavierian News," the fighting 
men of Xavier were christened the "Musketeers." Fittingly, 
the winning name was suggested by the late Rev. Francis 
J. Finn, S.J., world-famous author of books for boys and per-
haps the most widely known priest of Xavier in his day. 
. In answer to queries as to why he selected such an ap-
propos appellation, Father Finn replied that it most accur-
ately described the true spirit of Xavier, the spirit of co-
operation so aptly displayed by Dumas' Musketeers-"All 
for one, one for all." 
It would do well for present-day students to keep this in 
mind. 
•Something ·we Shouldn't Have To Mention 
SADLY enough to say, the Cincinnati Police Department has called Xavier's attention to a City Ordinance which 
Dear Editor: I don't know. whether or not 
I'm a non-Catholic student, that piece of writing stirred any-
and I have been attending Xa- one to action, but it is time to 
vier since January, 1946. ' I pull the freshmen out of their 
wish to extend humble thanks -lethargy. A perman~mt society 
to Xavier, the faculty, and stu- is necessary if freshmen are to 
dents. Since I've .been a 'stu- have an active part in univer-
dent here at Xavier I've been sity affairs and doings. 
treated as the Catholic students. I suggest that a campaign be 
It took me awhile to realize that started to promote the Jounda- .. 
I was a member of the student tion of a group or groups. All 
body the same as everyone else. ideas and suggestions should be 
My Timidness vanished after I gathered by an appointed com-
discovered that the instructors, mittee, considered, sorted, and 
both priests and laymen, treated presented to a meeting of the 
me the same as they treated oth- class. 
er students. At first I thought If whole-hearted interest is 
they weren,'t aware that I was a shown b the committee and 
non-Catholic. It wasn't long y h 
b f 1 d' d th t 't d'd 't students, then the fres men e ore iscovere a 1 1 n will have an organization equaled 
matter to the instructors and by none orf the campus, 
students that I was a non-Cath-
The·'question: Is there enough olic. 
I progressed ra.pidly through 
this hesitating stage, ~hanks ... fo 
the benevolence of everyone 
leadership and initiative among 
them to start the ball rolling? 
The Freshmen hold the answer! 
Major Dressler here at Xavier. It has been a Daniel J. MacDonald 
camps thoughout the states and very interesting year here at Xa-
1 t t t th Al t
. vier for me. I'm just as proud 
was a er sen o e eu ian of Xavier .as any other student. 
Islands, as a battery commander. 1 especially wish to thank the I Then came the invasion of Kiska, 
which, says the major, was one Jesuit Fathers. I quickly grew 
of the . most interesting and -to admi_re, respect, and like them. 
nerve racking of his varied ex- Time has strengthened these 
periences. According to intelli- convictions. I have attended 
gence, Kiska was heavily forti- several public schools and have 
fied, but the landing .parties met had many teachers. None of 
no organized opposition. The the teachers were as good,"all-
troops , were working under a around instructors, as the Jesuit 
strain until the whole island was priests are. 
combed, while heavily covered I look forward to the remain-
with fog, a iprocess which re- der of the time I plan to stay at 
quired four days. Xavier. When I become an 
After leaving the Aleutians, alumnus of Xavier, I shall ·be as 
the major saw action in Italy, proud of Xavier as any alum-
France, and Germany. Dufing nus is of any school. 
these campaigns, he earned the Henry M. Massey 
Bronze Star Medal with one oak 
leaf cluster, two arrowheads, 
and five battle stars. 
Major Dressler, after 25 months 
of overseas duty, returned to th\ 
states where \ he was separated 
from service, for ·business re,a-
sons. 
On December 4, 1946, after 11 
months as a civilian, the major 
returned to active duty, and was 
assigned to Xavier. --
Major Dressler intends to re-
main in the army for 30 years, 
and has taken his examination 
for Regular Army. 
. Peel{ Of Tl1e 
Weel{ 
•·· . . 
A Cam11nig11 For Frosh 
Dear Editor: 
A letter of a Junior was re-
cently published in the Xavier 
University News, asking a ques-
tion that should ·be very embar-
assing to the · Freshman Class. 
~t pointed out that the first-year 
men, although outnumbering, ·by: 
far, the upper-class, have no or-
ganizations or societies solely for 
Freshman 
• • • 
In Defense o/ Freslimen 
Dear Editor: 
Quite a bit has been said in 
regard to the passive interest 
which the freshmen have shown. 
for the various organizations on 
the school campus. Since most 
of the freshmen are new at Xa-
vier, they are not sure of th!!m-
selves and want to get acquaint-
ed with the place before they 
venture into any extra-curricu-
lar organizations. 
Now if these clubs and, socie-
ties really want the freshmen to 
react then these _organizations 
must put on a full-hearted cam-
paign. Officers and members 
of the clubs must come into con- ~. 
tact with these new men and per-
sonally ask them if they are in-
terested in joining an organiza-
tion. This lack of personal con-
tact is the principal reason why 
the freshman turnout is so .poor - , 
in school activities. Make the 
proposition interesting and more 
men will respond. 
Charles L. Geraci 
Upper Classman 
ETS 
Saturday, March 15 
"Xavier Presents" - WKRC 
4:45 p.m. 
Sunday, March 16 
Tr£t_ditionists meet, Room 10. 
Monday, March l'1 
St. Patrick's Day ..• 
hilopedian Society meets, 
7:30 p.m. Albers Hall 
lobby. 
In a period of two weeks, the i:ecently inaugurated campaign 
by the Veterans Administration to acquaint veterans of World War 
II with the value of their National Service Life Insurance, has re-
sulted in 5,167 reinstatements of NSLI in the territory served by 
the Cincinnati Regional VA headquarters. This reinstated insurance 
represents a dollar value of $38,752,500, and brings the total amount 
of NSLI in the counties of southern and central Ohio to approxi-
mately $788,750,000. 
Tuesday, March 18 
Clef Club, Albers Hall 7:30 
p.m. 
'Thursday, March 20 
Masque Society, Room 47, 
7:30 p.m. 
Friday, March 21 
Stag Night, Fieldhouse 
Richard K. Huntley, Regional Insurance Officer of the VA of-
fice in Cincinnati, declared that the ·rapid rise in reinstatements 
is a result not only of intensified efforts on the behalf of VA and 
'the service organizations, but also :Oecause of liberalizations in the 
field of NSLI by Congress. WorldWar II veterans now have their 
choice of six broad .permanent plans of service insurance, Huntley 
pointed out, and VA service is .prompt and effective now that tha 
millions of insurance accounts have .been decentralized from Wash-
ington to VA branch offices. 
. forbids throwing trash on sidewalks and lawns in residential 
districts, and in fact, in any district in the city 'for that mat-
ter. Violaters are subject to arrest. .. ,Children usually 
have their hands slapped for such grievous oversights; the 
men of Xavier are politely asked to observe the Ordinance. 
Keep the campus clean. . . . 
A lot of people confuse will-
power with stubbornness. 
Veterans who have either lapsed their NSLI or who need 
counsel and advice 'on retention, should consult individually with 
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Past Performances Criterio11 
For Present-Day Thespians 
By Pa11l Kelly 
From the dimming of the house lights for the first curtain of 
Victor Herbert's Sweethearts in 1923 until darkness engulfed the 
empty stage after the final curtain of Whistling in the Dark in 1942, 
the Masque Society h;as merited its place among permanent uni-
versity organizations. · 
In retrospect, certain plays loom more brightly from the forty 
staged by the group in the past 
twenty-four years. Each, how-
ever, was ambition in its o•wn 
right. 
The Passion, arranged and di-
rected by Mr. J. Herman Thu- • 
man, set the pace for long runs · 
with fifteen performances dur- j 
ing the three years in which it! 








The Public Relations Depart-
ment announced today the sched-
uling of several out-of-town 
lectures on the Te Deum Inter-
national lecture series of Mr. 
Joseph Link, Jr., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Economics. 
-Mr. Link will speak in Lex-
ington, Kentucky, at the Lafay-
ette Hotel on Wednesday, March 
26, at 6: 30 p.m. under the spon-
sorship of the Te Deuin Group 
there, and on Monday, March 31, 
at the St. 'Agnes School Hall, 
Covington, Kentucky, at which 
the Most Rev. William T. Mul-
loy, D.D., Bishop of Covington, 
Ky. will preside. Lectures will 
be "Germany, Before, During 
and After World War II." Mr. 
Link toured Europe in 1937, 
VIEWS OF THE NEWS 
By Cl1arlie Hogan 
\ 
I ' 
Moscow: The world today is looking towards the capital of 
Russia. But it is a pessimistic world, fearing another Versailles. 
The representatives of the Big Four nations are again meeting. 
Although both Germany and Austria are to be discussed, the fate 
of the former is the main topic. But there is 
little hope for success at Moscow, as already there 
are conjectures as to a later meeting to break the 
stalemate that has not yet arisen. 
There can be no success from this gathering 
when in essence the objectives of the represent-
atives are so diversified. Russia has a dual pur-
pose-to bleed Germany ·of every bit of manu· 
factured goods 1possible, and to gain control of the 
new power. England's main hope is to so arrange 
C. Dogan the program in the conquered nation as to allow 
Of the . Shakespeareans The 
Merchant of Venice, The Taming 
of the Shrew, and The Comedy 
of Errors ranks but slightly be- I 
low the excellent ·reading of 
Hamlet in .1928. 
Musical Comedies 
Musical comedies were not · 
overlooked. Cincinnatians whist-
led the lilting melodies of Gil- I · 
bert an~ Sullivan for weeks af'-1 Mr. James Glenn . 
···· studying educational programs 
and standards. of living in 13 
countries, and returned in 1944, 
'45, and '46 as Education Officer 
and Officer-in-Charge of the 
STARS AND STRIPES, Euro-
pean editions - the official ar-
my newspaper in Europe, which 
the removal of British occupational forces. France is looking to the 
future commercial world. She wishes· to so control the new in· 
dustrial Germany so that she will never again be subservient in 
this field to her once powerful neighbor. It is the almost impos-
sible aim of Mr. Marshall and his associates to preserve in the 
peace that one ideal that prevailed throughout the- struggle-free-
dom for the world. 
In the typical bully manner, the Soviet Union is kicking Ger-
many when she is down on her knees. Although the -only unified 
purpose at the conference is the decentralization of the military 
and governmental power in Germany, Russia selfishly is defeating 
this aim. By demanding of Germany. a 10 billion dollar reparation 
payment from manufactm·ed goods, the Reds would so destroy the 
economic stability of Germany that before a repair could be real-
ized, the people would either band together in a struggle-for-ex-
istence rebellion or revert to the early middle ages' characteristic 
of scuttling economics and fleeing to individual existence. And 
until either process would develop, the United States would con-
tinue to ipay the bills. 
ter seemg The Mikado and 
· Iolanthe. Babes in Toyland by 
1 
is apparent from his writings .for 
Victor Herbert and Georg_e M. the Annuals, the Xaverian News, 
Cohan's The Royal Vagabond and his poetry for the Dante 
were also ~received enthusiasti- Club. He won the Washington 
was highlighted by his syndi-
cated stories on the War crim-
inals in Nuremberg and the 
Kronberg Castle jewel theft. 
cally. Oratorical Medal in his junior ,.,.,.,,.. ................... -.............. ,,  ..................................... , ,. .  ..,,.. .. ""-... _ __ 
Mr. Louis A. Feldhaus, Xavier year; in his' senior year he ed-
'32, director from 1933 to 1942, ited the Musketeer and was 
The plight of our only English speaking ally at the conference 
is near the crash into ruination. While officials contemplated means 
of cutting the annual 500 million dollar occupation costs, a new 
burden was placed on their strained budget. Mr. Herbert Hoover 
suggested that the United States and England delegate some 475 
million dollars to aid Germany. Simulta,neously, it was announced 
that British forces and aid must be removed from Greece, and im-
reached his zenith with Murder elected to Pi Alpha Mu: 
in the Cathedral. This contem- _ Full-Time Profe~sor 




By Lou, Kopinski 
Ped·ro Mendez is certainly mediately the stranded nation appealed to the United States. There 
Ehot was produced~ in 19.40 ~o I began his teaching career in the 
com~emor~te ~he centennial of English Department of the sum- .....,_._.....,.., ................... ·-· ... - . ..................... .._,.,,.. ....... ,,,_ 
~av1er U~1vers1ty an_~_,the. quad- mer and evening divisions of 
r1centenmal of the Society of Xavier University. Besides his 
Jesus. university classes, Mr. Glenn has 
Father Malachy's Miracle, ~ecm an instructor of English 
adapted by Brian Doh_f:!rty, The and speech for the past tin years 
First Legion by Emmet Lavery, at St. Xavier High School, 'where 
and Austin Strong's Three Wise he is also .in charge of dramat-
Fools made Mr. Feldhaus' de- ics, elocution, and oratqry. 
cade memorable. Mr. Glenn has .the dramatist's 
New Director view of the theater as well as 
the actor's and director's. In 
1940 he staged Centennial Pag-
eant for a full house at the Taft 
Auditorium. He w· r o t e the 
pageant depicting Cincinnati's 
history and directed the cast· of 
eighty-five, all alumni of Xavier 
Univer;sity and. St. Xavier High 
School. 
The Masque Society has gain-
ed recognition and deserves a 
moderator with a thorough un-
derstanding of histrionics to re-
place Mr. Feldhaus. Mr. James 
P. Glenn has been chosen; . his 
qualifications indicate that the 
superior reputation of this pro-
ductive troupe will be main-
tained. • 
Mr. Glenn of Florence, Ken- Dinner And Class 
tucky,. graduated from Xavier 
in 1926, an English major. His Reorganization A_re 
many extra-curricular activities Planned By Grads 
reveal his capabilities in dra- • 
matics. -The Masque Society, Th'e next qu.arterly meeting 
Verkamp Debates, Washington of the Alumni Association is to 
Oratorical Col)tests, and_ Philope- be held March 26th, at 8:00 p.m. 
dian Society gave him· ample op- in the lobby of Albers Hall. 
portunity to demonstrate his for- At the last meeting of the As-
ensic and dramatic ability. His sociation's Board of Governors, 
competence as a man of letters Charles Eisenhardt, vice presi-
PHILOSOPHERS 
ELECT OFFICERS 
dent of that organization, reported 
ori his plan to reorganize the 
classes. His plan is to select two 
men from each class, and to have 
William Curtiss, Price Hill them begin a drive to get their 
Junior, was elected President of members to attend both the 
the Philosophy Club at ~ meet- quarterly meeting this month, 
ing held in the Teachers Room and the 54th Annual "Alumni 
last Wlednesday evening. He Dinner which is to be held April 
replaces James LaFcillette who 17th at the Hotel Alms. 
graduated· in February. The dinner will honor the 
It was decided to poll the Phil- Golden Jubilee Class of '97, and 
osophy classes for new members the Silver Jubilee Class of '22. 
- the only requirement being G. Milton Wurzelbacher is in 
an interest in Philosophical charge of the program. Tickets 
questions. may_ be obtained -froril_him, or 
At present, meetings are being here at the Evanston Campus. 
held every second Wednesday Price per plate will..-be $3.50. 
at 7: 30 in Teachers Room. How- Among the honored .guests at 
ever, there is a possibility the the dinner will be ' General P. 
next meeting may be held at the Lincoln Mitchell, Past President 
Xavier Evening Division School of the Alumni Association, who, 
on Sycamore Street. according to the long -standing 
Other officers electd were J. custom which honors the past 
Harry Moore, Vice President, presidents of the organization, 
and .Morris Plotnick, Secretary- will be presented with an in-
Treasurer. scribed ·gavel. 
learning the English language is but one alternative left to Washington. Should America grant 
now that he rooms in barracks the request of 250 million dollars and capable administrators, there 
12. As he was leaving for his would be no need to turn to the willing body of Communists. Al-
Spanish class the other morning, though it serves as a splendid example that there is no real con-
he waved his arm to the boys queror in war, it is a small pittance to pay as a safeguard against 
at the round table in the cus- the Red powers. 
tomary good·bye fashion and France like England will be a more observing .party at the con-
then shouted, "hello." .... That ference, but her tendencies lean towards Russia. Although seem-
new "palm tree" shirt Babe ingly straddling the fence, France will back the controlling, to the 
T1·illa's sporting is supposed to .point of near annihilation, of her rival industrial neighbor. Hence, 
be an import from Cuba. The the meeting will be a struggle between the two fundamental ideals 
advantages of being the same -the Russian proposed stripping and ultimate destruction of a 
build as his father. .... Just be- great nation and the American stated policy to reconstruct a new 
cause a fellow dates the same Germany with a chance for her' to prosper, devoid of all militar-
girl every weekend for six istic influences. 
months doesn't actually mean Washington Briefs: Mr. David E. Lilienthal was approved as 
he's "goin' steady." Right, John chairman of ·the Atomic Energy Commission by the Senate Atomic 
Downes? .... Do you notice John Energy committee. ,. .. The Suprem,e Court upheld decision of con· 
Wall running to the mess hall tempt against John L. Lewis an~ the U. M. ·W. . . · 
lately? No, Loretta hasn't ----------------------------changed the menu. John's try-
ing to get into shape again so 
he can make a respectable show-
ing at the beaches come sum-
ROTC Hig~ilights 
By Charlie Larkin 
mer. We did notice an extra ----------------------------
pound or so around the "foam The Military department has 
received three beautiful trophies 
for the pistol team. They were 
donated by Dr. J. T. Clear and 
will be awarded by him at the 
end of the semester. The Pis-
tol team will meet this week to 
decide what · requirements are 
necessary to earn the trophies. 
• • • 
alcove." .... A thought, but why 
is Frank Smith so concerned 
about Tom Yash·'s whereabouts 
Sunday night? Jack Carney 
seems to have the answer. .. .. 
Charles Rubey purchased a ring 
for his other hand now that the 
band has split up. All day long 
you can see him clapping his 
hands for practice. There's New uniforms are in transit 
nothing like a cymbal player ..... from the Quartermaster depot 
Now that spring practice is here, 
we'll all be hearing of Ed Bell's ~~i ~~l; ~~~!v~h::i:r:::~~~n~o::~ 
famous touchdown against Mar- we covered battery drill. All 
shall College last fall. .... Some- C d f th t f 
times we think Mr. Feldhaus orps ~ys or. ~ e ne?' ew 
h Id to k · th T ft A d't ,weeks will consist of drills, re-o s s c m e a u 1 o- . d · · · E 1 th . views an other ceremonies in rmm. very p ay ere is cer- . 
t · t h h' · 1 preparat10n for the Annual Ar-am o ave ts spec1a recom- . t' M 8 mendation. my mspec ion on ay . 
SHOlJLD WOMEN BE 
ADMITTED TO XAVIER? 
The Philopedian' Society will 
debate upon the topic, "Resolved: 
That Xavier University Should 
Admit Women Students" in their 
meeting March 17th. Deliver-
ing the affirmative "Yill be Ralph 
Poirot and Tom Kenealy op-
posed by Bill Bocklage and Bob 
Dauer for the negative. 
The inspection will last a whole 
day and will include · written 
tests, reviews, problems and de-
monstration of marksmanship. 
The annual rating of Xavier's 
ROTC- will depend on the re-
sult of this inspection. · 
• • • 
The Rifle Team is practicing 
twice a week and has fired sev.;; 
eral matches but the results are 
not promising. It seems that 
many of the.. members are not 
attending the practice sessions. 
Now these meetings are held at 
convenient times, usually in the 
evenings, so there should be no 
excuse for not attending. 
If you can't make the period 
assigned to you, it, will be al-
right to come at another time. 
So let's all attend the practices 
and take a little pride in the 
standing of the team. 
• • • 
Colonel Dunn will be in Bal-
timore this week making ar-
rangements for summer camp. 
The Colonel is camp commander 
so we'll have all the facts and 
rules long before other schools. 
HURRY UP ON THOSE 
XAVIER EMBLEMS 
Jack Kelly, Chairman of the 
Emblem Contest, reminds all 
students that entries for the 
contest must be in by March 22. 
Give your entries to any Stu-
dent Council member or leave 
it in Father Dietz' Office. 
Entries for the contest have 
been light, he reports, so get 
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By Frank C. Balmert 
BATONOTES-The 1947-48 Concert season in Cincinnati will 
see a new conductor mount the podium for the Symphony Orches-
tra's 53rd season. 
Thor Johnson made his debut as guest conductor with the Cin-
cinnati Symphony Orchestra in Chicago when Eugene Goossens, 
regular conductor, was. confined 
to the hospital last December. 
At that time he conducted with-
out a single rehearsal and on 
only three hours notice. 
Born 'in Wisconsin 34 years 
ago, Mr. Johnson spent his youth 
in North Carolina and received 
his Masters degree in Music from 
the University of Michigan where 
he also taught and conducted 
for the Ann Arbor Festivals. As 
director of the Juillard School. 
of Music Orchestra in New York, 
Mr. Johnson has added greatly 
to his experience in conducting. 
Although Mr. Johnson's train-
ing has been received chiefly in 
the states, he spent two years 
studying music in Leipzig and 
Salzburg. While in the Army he 
organized and directed the first 
G. I. Symphony Orchestra and 
accompanied it on tour both in 
the U. S. and Europe. 
In 1940 Johnson conducted the 
University of Michigan Little 
Symphony in ._a concert at the 
Cincinnati Conservatory of Mus-
ic. It was one of the 500 concerts 
given by the Little Symphony 
under his direction and included 
a tour of 28 states. 
Thor, Johnson 
The appointment of Mr. Johnson .has caused much comment 
among Cincinnati music lovers. During the 52 years the Symphony 
has been in existence, every conductor was foreign born. (With 
one exception-Fredrick Van der Stucken conducted the Orchestra 
from 1895 to 1907. He was born in Texas.) 
For yea1·s a foreign name and European associations have al-
ways ·been requisites to a successful musical career in the United 
States. True, the ~:icperience and training ,gained under the influ-
ence of European masters is invaluable but, in my opinion, it is not 
essential. America has· made great strides in the world of music 
during the last one hundred years. Great American artists have 
won their place in the musical Hall of Fame and have been rec-
ognized and applauded on both continents. 
The appointment of Thor Johnson suggests the beginning of 
a new phase in American conducting. Here is an opportunity for 
an American-born, American-trained conductor who has been 
brought up in the midst of American musical traditions to do some-
thing positive about the charge made by a host of mu~c critics; 
the charge that the music of American composers has been sadly 
neglected by the majority of foreign-born and foreign-trained con· 
ductors. "· 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Saturday Nigh! 
CHARLIE FISH 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
111111 F1r• avallalllt for private 
. parllll IYlrJ Diii llCIPI Saturday 




Too· Important To Forget -
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 




My Days WithHeyivo~dBrorin; 
His Life Of -Yesterday 
••• By Miss Luella Henkel 
The Talk of Xavier 
By Bob Dauer 
and Bill Bocklage 
[This is the second of a series of feature articles on Mr. Broun's life 
and career written exclusively for the Xavier University News.] 
Copyright, XU NEWS, Xnylcr Unl\'erslty, 10-JG 
Heywood Broun was the kindest 'man I ever knew. Kind in 
Seeking refuge from irate his acts, his emotions, his approaches and his appreciations. He 
chem students after last week's hated unpleasant situations yet he would fight to the finish for any 
expose of their nefarious doings, principle, in which he believed; tenacious but not stubborn. He 
ye authors were attracted by the would rather say "yes" than have an argument over something 
sounds of pearls of wisdom drop- unimportant· but then quietly go about doing exactly as he had 
ping on the floor of a classroom planned. 
in the Library He was always willing to listen 
Building. It was attentively to any opinion with 
the .M o d e r n an open mind, never interrupt-
Drama class, ing the dullest speaker. He 
w h e r e thrice never watched a performance of 
week 1 y Mr. any kind whether in the theatre, 
Feldhaus plies night club or honky tonk with-
e a g er upper out giving the performer his 
division E.n g- . . complete attention. If there 
1 i sh students c · · was conversation gains on at the 
with questions table he would quietly remark 
a b o u t t h e in his most polite tone, "Give 
"thee--at-uh." the performer a chance." This 
We don't attitude was the key to a great 
kl!ow why, but part of his success. He learned 
when we ar- much from his fellow man by 
rived, the dis- giving a listening ear. A mem-
cussion seemed ber of his family chided him at 
to be ·centered one time for spending too much 
around the time away from home and his 
greatest dra,ma- Bill Bocklage honest defense was "How can I 
tist of them write about people or conditions 
all, Will Shakespeare. which I may not· know?" 
Gordon Bue was contending His daily life was one of great 
that too many of Will's plays activity. Despite his reputation 
have culinary themes. He cited of being a lazy man he was one 
Taming of the Stew, Muell Ado of the most energetic. Every 
about Mutton, and the Merchant hour of the day and most of the 
of Venison. night found him' hurrying from 
Joe Albers offered Richard, one place to another. . He had 
the Seconds! and Ed Allgeyer ·so many and such varied--inter-
chimed in with Anchovy and ests. But ·it seems to me his 
Cleopatra. greatest interest was always peo-
"How about Omelette," Gene ple and their welfare. 
Cordier cracked. There were meetings of liter-
"Oh, brother," we exclaimed, ary circles, trade unions, speak-
"Can't you guys do any better ers engagements - the free 
than that?" 
.- "Well, we've ·got a cast of 
Hamlet here," thrust back Neil 
O'Leary. 
John Cashman said, "We've 
picked the cast from the faculty." 
"For Hamlet, Mr. Kahn would 
be superb," offered John Duffey. 
Dick Day added, "Father Nie-
porte would be an excellent 
Horatio." 
"Mr. Link is just the man to 
play Laertes," commented Ed 
Conlon. "He is Laertes," quipped 
Al Schirmer. 
"Dr. Croteau and Mr. Pilotte 
are naturals for Rosencrantz and 





kind. He very seldom accept-
ed those with pay lest they might 
restrict his freedom of speech. 
Then there was a voluminous __ 
amount of newspaper reading. 
Of course a newspaper man 
knows how to read a paper in a 
"few easy paragraphs" as it 
were, but he would go through 
at least five editions of all the 
New York dailies. Politics, the 
stock market, funnies, sports, the 
theatre, general news all re-
ceived equal attention. Then 
at some point during his activ-
ities he had to knock out a col-
umn, about seven hundred words 
daily, and on subjects which 
would interest the. public in gen-
eral as he was syndicated wide-
ly throughout the country with 
the exception of the South where 
the editors were skeptical of his 
constant fight against lynchings 
and his - support of the rights of 
the Negro people. One of his 
famous newspaper battles was ~. 
fought with. Westbrook fygler 
who was then appearirig oppo-
site Broun in the World Tele-
gram. Broun had written ~ 
scathing piece against a mob 
lynching. Pegler retaliated the 
next day with a defense of the 
lynching. The battle went on 
for some time until ·Roy Howard, 
(Continued on Page 7) 
MILK 
An Independent Since 180 
"Dr. Wheeler is the perfect 
Polonius," suggested .Gus Blum. SENIORS 
"For King Claudius, ihow about 
Mr. Paone," volunteered Tom 
Kelly. 
When we i!Sked about Ophelia 
and Gertrude, we ran into an 
impasse. Everyone had a differ-
ent suggestion, so we were forced 
to leave their roles uncast. As 
far as the role of the Ghost is 




Margaret K. Murnahan, Presi· 
dent of the Xavier University 
Alumnae Association, has an· 
nounced that the Day of Recol-
lection originally scheduled for 
March 16th has been indefinitely 
postponed. 
At the last meeting of the 
Board of Governors plans were 
formulated for an A 1 um nae 
childrens' party, which is to be 
held in the latter part of April, 









In a short few weeks you'll be taking the big step 
out of college into the beginning of your life career. 
Before you take tlult step think about making your 
future. in the gas and electric industry. There's al-
ways room in it for aggressive young men and women. 
And a real prospect of successful living. 
Any of our executives - most of whom rose to 
management positions from the ranks - will be glad 
to give you a little time to tell you about the possibil-
iies of a career in this industry. Drop in any time. 
The Association hopes to hold 
a two day retreat sometime this 
ir#Jr#Jr#lr#lr=lr#ir#ir#ir#ir#ir#Jr#ir#ir#lr#iri=r summer. 
2519 Vine Street AV. 6480 
THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO. 
' 
'•. 
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The . students of the Evening 
College are again urged to par-
[ANNUAL BOOSTER BALL PLANNED 
FOR APRIL I.I AT SINTON HOTEL 
By Marie Florir11oy ticipate in the three-day Lenten FIN AL CANDIDATES ANNOUNCED 
It's amusing to see conserva- Retreat sponsored by the Boost- ................................................... '"""""" -
I tive Cincinnati raise its eye- crs Club, beginning next Friday, Jnqui·.r:ng FOR I{NIGHT AND LADY CONTEST 
brows, wince perceptibly, shud- March 21, continuing Saturday ., 
der, and openly protest if any afternoon, and closing Sunday The final candidates have been named in the Knight and Lady 
poor contemporary dares to com- morning. This retreat is. the By Julie Gecka Contest which is a traditional event of the annual Booster Ball. 
It will be held this year on April 11, at the S1'nton. Hotel Ballroom 
pose anything that evidences the first religious activity of its kind .............................. _ ........................... .. 
slightest · deviation from the undertaken by the .Evf!ning Col- It came as a disappointment. and Crystal Room. Francy Berns and Ed McGee, Knight and Lady 
styles of Beet- lege. Let's support it whole- Here was the job I had hoped of the 1946 Booster Ball and co-chairmen of the contest this year 
f d f 
have announced the following 
hoven, Schu- heartedly. or, praye or, and thought I D ll 
m aln n, 0 r If it is impossible to attend all had obtained, until I learned the as the ten finalists in this year's 0 a1·s & Scent~ 
· 1 h · contest. For Knight; Larry Bar- ' 
T s c h a i kov- the exercises, plan .to attend g1r w ose position I was to take ker, Bob Duffy, Carl Grome, F 01· Civic Welfare 
sky.. Our dear those that you can. · . Registra- decided she would contin"..le t~ 
h 
Work after Sh . d Harry Maly, and Russ Weiler. The li'ttle t symp ony pa- tion is required only for the Sun- e was marne . For Lady; 1'1ary Brinkmann, rough of sweet 
trons were con- day morning breakfast. That made it hard for me, as I Thelma Dinsmore, Connie Holtel, smelling scents before Jenny's 
siderably dis- had already ·given my employer ·window might prove to be the 
t k 




· s wo wee s notice. I don't know solut1'on to a c1·v1'c problem 
l\lossman. The above cand1'dates A I t d b f 't th ' h 
P a S t 
'
" e e 1,. - why she wanted to continue to t .. " R have been selected by vote of d s b s .odo e ore 1 e o er 
When they 
work at that certain J'ob as she ay es1 e a dapper· young umors the members of the Boosters· · ' . heard David Marie didn't intend to make it her Club from the twent -one stu- f~llow, I began to attribute to 
Broekman con- A FI • career. I knew her husband was dents nominated for fiie honors. ~11n the frfagrant wha:ts of Odal 
duct the world premiere of his re y1ng making good ~money, and they These candidates will campaign is.que per ume w ich gently 
Second Symphony. It is an in- had a lovely home that would for two weeks beginning March 
1 
came my .way. The source of the 
teresting work, ·brutal, honest, By Marilyn Hilver• certainly occupy much of her 31. Final voting will take place' ?dotrh·, It d1schovered howeve.r, ~as 
and surely provocative. I was time. But that's the way it was, the night of the dance and all i~. e roug at my feet. G1gglmg 
somewhat prepared for it from and that's the way it will always persons att d' .11 h pnvately to myself, I proceeded 
0 h b I
'll 1 ·t t en mg w1 ave a along 
the ~'warnings" that Mr. Broek- 'er t e Queen City: Saturday, e. eave 1 up o you now, 
man had given me at dinner last at the Maurice Evans perform- "Do you think a girl should con- vote in the final selection. And then it struck me-why 
week. ance of Hamlet, Father O'Con- tinue to wor~ after she is mar· This contest to choose the young can't all of the dealers in Evan 
The Symphony is classic in ner. Sunday, at OLM's Alumnae ried?" lady and young man most rep- ston and all of the dealers in the 
form. It emphasizes melodic gathering, Helen Plagge and Lor- "Definitely not," says· Cyril resentative· of the Evening Col- Mill Creek Valley use perfume 
development rather than har- aine Sauter. Monday, at thit Betzweiser, "I think it's a Christ- lege originated in 1939. On April troughs_ to solve the "obnoxious 
monic. It has no program as CYO's Dramatic Club meeting, ian ideal for a woman to stay in 14 of that year Jim Ryan and odors" prevailing in their com 
such, but is, as he said, a reflec- Margery Winters, OLC, and Joe the home." · Emmanae Cook were the first munities. I'd much rather have 
tion of . himself and his credo. Holtvoght. Tuesday, on t'h e Edythe Brauch says, "It all students to receive .the honor, my rolls and tea rings flavored 
And I do believe it is a true re- rocket ball, Mary Nieman with depends on whether she has duties followed by Rosalee Collett and with a dash of Heaven Scent 
flection. a Reynolds pen. Mary knew at home. I do think, though, Ralph Reis in 194?, Alma Volle than scents of sulphur. If troughs 
Broekman's is a big personal- that London's population was that a girl should have some- and Jack Flynn m ~94~, Ruth I prove inadequate, though why 
ity. His sense of humor is de- larger than that of New York's, thing to occupy her mind." Zaph and Jack Morris m ,1942, not have April Showers dripping 
lightful. His aesthetic standard and sooo the· radio quizz man "Not if she doesn't have to," ~nd Francy Berns and Ed McGee from sprinkler heads. 
is ideal. Here is a man ·who gave her a two year's supply of is Charlie Murphy's opinion. "A m 
1946
· Perhaps in the Mill Creek 
·wishes to renounce the' superfi- free-flowing ink, et all. Wed- woman's place is in the home, Valley the above measures might 
cial media of screen and radio nesday, cousin Bill borrowed the and she sh9uld stay there." -------------- still be ineffective. Using our 
for the most sincere outlet of pen. Ahhh, these Xavier fresh- Ruth Hass says, "she wouldn't C I o Patter perfume idea, we could sachet 
abstract composition. men from Purcell. Thursday, at consider working, and thinks all a am I ty the sewers (the source of the 
Choral Club practice, that De- women, after marriage, should odors) with such well known 
,_,_11_'_"_11_'_11_"_"_11_ 11_' laney Street. wonder, Friday, at stay home." By Dot Glcrncy n a m es as Strategic, Miracle 
All 4 l
• the City Council meeting, Ed Mary Boeddeker says that it -------------- Tigress, or any other community ey "" ng ing O'Connell, petitioning passage of is very much dependent upon "Mach' die Tur zu, Richard," fayorite. 
his No Third Floor Class With- whether or not the couple lives sagt der Herr Professor Grollig But no matter what the re-
out A Jet Propeller Ordinance with in-laws. zu Dick Staudigel, und wieder sults of our efforts, let us re-
-0-·-0-11_11_11_11_11_"_11_11_' Saturday, looking forward to Joe' Fehring seems to ihave hat enie deutsche Stunde beg- member that (a) if the perfumes 
By A.rulrey McCalf erty 
Ten-Pin-Topplers who will that Great St. Patrick's Day; some very definite ideas on the onnen. and colognes prove futile, we 
represent Xavier in the Annual shtirin' with shamrocks and all, subject but for some obscure Aber, bevor der Lehrer den have exposed the fraud behind 
Cincinnati Bowling Tournament our Callahan coleens, Ruth and reason won't tell us about them. Platz im Buche findet, erzahlt the manufacturer, who insists 
are Bob Duffy, Ed McGee, .Jack Jean. "If her husband is capable of Cy Collins mit strahlendem Ges- that "one whiff of our fragrance 
Morris, ?nd. Bob L.oftus .•. This Maybe a May wedding for working, there is no need for a icht, "Letzte Nacht .. sang ich and you've conquered," and (b) 
season fmds Captam Bob Bor- Catherine Vitucci and Jrban married woman to go out and mein Kindlein in den Schlaf that as a community of intelligent 
chers' Team. still the leading con- Higgens. work." This comes from Earl auf Deutsch." citizens, we can prove to the 
tender for ·the. X':EC Bowling The girl with the most Mona Straus. "Wirklich?" fragt Bill Lied- nation that we have the courage 
League. Champ1ons~p ... Nearest Lisa-like smile, Edith Brauch. hegner. "Sind Sie gewisz dasz and idealism to handle our civic 
competitors to their tot~l of 34 Approving of Mary Brinkman's Stud_ents _ Back richtig ist?" affairs. 
games won and ll lost is Anne Booster' Ball candidacy Russ "Ja," antwortet Cy, "aber, -.x-!-xt_!_!_'vv-,v-vov-!v-ov-~-v!-v·-~.;.-.-vox--ox-•x_!_";_;_:;-.-:;.-.-i-
Wood's Team which trails by 9 Weiler. ' y out Bishops' meine Frau (Ginny Niemer) sagt, : ::~ 
games. •. · . . When is a jeep not a jeep? Rel;ef Dr;ve 'Das Kindlein ist aus Selbstver- ~ RECORDS •• 
Top mdividuals and 3-game When it's a truck. Knowledge is " " te'd'g g · hl f '" •> '
0 
totals for the past week were powerful stuff, In high-octane They are cold, liungry, neg-
1 1 
un em.ges.c : en. ~ ~~ SHEET MUSIC ~: 
scored as follows: Bob Duffy, Kentucky, a jeep used as a J'eep lected, and threatened with dis- P b' d · l C ~ ' 
203 Ed McGee 554· Dot Glancy ro iere as emma' y: ••• GREETING CARDS ' 
; • ' ' requires a $5.00 license; a jeep ease - such are the million Schlaf, Kindlein, schlaf, '• : , 
175; Jeanne Dillon, 4os. used as a truck, a $10.50 one; and children in Europe for whom Im Garden sind di!'! .S_chaf'; , ,. • : ' 
Traffic Manag· er a jeep used to pull farmmachin- Pope Pius XII is so earnestly Die schwarzen und die weiszen :· SONG : ~ 
ery requires no license at all. • • pleading in this Sunday's Bish- Die wollen mein Kindlein : : SH 0 P, • ~
Gives Lecture why old mares get ·gray. ops' Relief Campaign. Remem- beiszen. , 
Speaking of plugs, here's one her these children in your char- NICHT WAHR? : , 34-36 E. Fifth St. : : 
On Thursday e~ening, March for S. S.'s Masked Riders. Some- ity on Sunday. Their plight is ' • On Fountain Square • • 
13, ~t ?= 30 p.m. m ~r. Floyd thing new, something stylized sad, their need is urgent. ' ' · · · · · · · A~ • - ' ' 
Keeling s Transportation Class, in campus novelty, they are. ,...... ____ ....-, ______ __.. No Double Parking ~"! - !xo><eo~"· v,..~ ... • -v-----
Mr. R. J. Tyler, traffic. mana~er Maestro, a few bars of Sep-
of Tube Turns, Inc., m Louis- tember Song for Ruth Wilson YOUR NEWS STAFF In School ¥ ard 
~me,. Ky., addressed the class on and Mel Mesle. They've an early EDITORS 
Saving Throu.gh Traffic Control autumn wedding ·planned. C. Charles Lang 
and Warehousmg. , _ And now, until Friday's to- Marie Flournoy 
The lecture was open to the morrow Musketeers one fare- Louis Bunning 
public and many p;o~inen.t traf- well f.o; all. Adieu. ' COLUMNISTS 
fie managers in Cmcmnat1 were Marilyn Hilvers 
present. • Audrey McCafferty 
;:=:::=::==:=::::==:=:=:~ EVENING COLLEGE PEEK Thelma Dinsmore 
SUGGESTION BOX Julie Geeks 
A suggestion box has been March 17 Pat Riley 
placed temporarily on the Bowling teams meet NEWS 
counter of the Downtown !'farch 20 Mary M_artha Brinkmann 
College Office. All persons, Choral Club meeting _ CARTOONIST 
whether on the News Staff or March 20•26 Cathy Diehl 
not, are welcome to submit Mid-semester Exams CORRESPONDENTS 
criticism of the paper or news 
articles. Please drop those March 21,22,23 · Frank Thiemann 





. for men, women 
and children. 
FLA.CH BROTHERS 
Jf' l1ole1ale Groeer• 
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M11sl{eteer Squad Selects 




The tentative Musketeer base-
ball schedule was released by 
Coach George Hiatt last week. 
All home games will ·be played 
on the Xavier baseball field. 
Games are pending with Notre 
Dame, Dayton and other Tri-
state teams. 
NEW TALENT ADOPTED 
IN 1947 GOLF TEAM 
VNIVERSITY KENTVCKY WILDCATS SNARE 
THREE POSITIONS ON THE FIRST TEAM 
28 CANDIDATES COMPETE FOR BERTHS 
IN REORGANIZATION ·OF GOLF SQUAD 
. By Bob Coales 
The Unive~sity of Kentucky's star-studded Wildcats dominated 
the All-Opponent Basketball Team selected by the Musketeer squad. 
Three of Adolph Rupp's lads took places on the first team, while 
Marshall, Toledo, Miami, and Cincinnati players completed the 
first and second teams. 
By Dick H erakel 
Alex Graza, Kentucky's All-American, was the unanimous 
1
1 
first team choice at center, and Dal Zuber of Toledo and Kenny 
Rollins, Kentucky captain, were pet selectio~s for the guard spots. 
A decided majority of the squad voted Rollms as the best player 
that they played against while Paul Schnackenberg from Miami 
was voted the player displaying the best sportsmanship. Ralph 
Beard, UK .guard, and Bill Hall, Marshall forward, were close con-
tenders f~r the sportsmanship award. 
APRIL 
12 At Miami 
13 Edgemont ·Tavern (Tri-
State) here 
15 At Kentucky 
22 Miami here 
Xavier's golf team took its largest stride in 'preparation for 
the coming season when 28 men reported for the initial meeting of 
the squad this week. With the Rev. Franklin C. Fischer, S.J., ·golf 
coach, in charge of the opening session, plans were outlined for the 
pre-season scramble for starting berths. Fr. Fischer's efforts in 
securing the nearby Maketewah, Country Club course as the Mus-
Track Team Is 
kie's home links are expected to 
bear fruit when the Maketewah 
Board of Directors vote their ap-
24 Kentucky here 
26 At Ohio State 
29 Cincinnati here 
New X Experience proval or disapproval this week. An affirmative vote is expected. 
\ . 
FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM 
Hall, Marshall .............................. F .............. Harmon, Toledo 
Jones, Kentucky .......................... F .............. Dallmer, Cincinnati 
Groza, Kentucky .......................... C .............. Brown, Miami 
Rollins, Kentucky ........................ G .............. Beard, Kentucky 
Zuber, Toledo ................................ G .............. Schnackenberg, Miami 
Honorable mention; Forwards, Tingle, Holland, Kentucky; 
Wolke and Ginn, Dayton; Schider, Ohio U. Centers: Wilson, An-
derson College; Share, Bowling Green; James, Marshall. Guards; 
T<mkovich and Toothman, Marshall; Kubiak, Bowling Green; 
Buttermore, Ohio Wesleyan. , 
AS I SEE IT: 
Tins W ~el~ In Spo1·ts 
Bv Dick Henkel 
Delving into the exchange drawer during the past week re-
vealed a number of interesting items from the sports pages of var-
ious college newspapers, some of which are worthy of our attention. 
MORRIS FOGEL ON BROTHERHOOD •••• 
May. For the first time in Musketeer history Xavier University will be 
3 Ohio U. here 
6 Cedarville here 
10 Eastern Kentucky State here 
17 Ohio State here 
• represented by a track team this 
spring. The first call for can-
qidates waS' (lsstl~d lais:t week. 
and a large number of trackmen 
have already responded. A 
complete list of .the "cinder-
pounders" is not yet available 
28 At Cedarville 
23 At Eastern Kentucky State 
27 At 6incinnati 
Outside Pr. acti·ce.? since many men are still expect-ed to try out for the team.· 
Baseball .practice outside will 
start as soon as weather permits. 
Workouts are now being held in 
the fieldhouse under the watch-
ful eye of Coach George Hiatt. 
The team now has· a ·14 game 
schedule with many tentative 
games in the making. 
Intramural softball will begin 
in about three weeks if the 
weather permits. Two dia-
monds will be laid ouf before 
the season opens. Those inte~­
ested in intramural softball 
should begin forming their 
teams now. 
At .present, workouts are be-
ing held at the fieldhouse from 
3 until 5 p.m. every day. The 
trackmen are working hard to 
get into condition. The Mus-
kies will have to be in their best 
form if they hope to cope with 
the tough schedule that is now 
being arranged for them. Meets 
with such aggregations as the 
University of Kentucky, Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, and ot~ers 
are being lined-up. All in all, 
it promises to be quite an am-
bitious program for a first year 
outfit: 
Of the twenty-eight candi-
dates vying for berths, Captain 
George Evans, Jack Clines, Bob 
Reder, George and Leo Vollman 
return from the 1946 team. Their 
possibilities of retaining their 
first-string status a1·e challenged 
by plenty of niblick talent. Out-
standing among the new men are 
Vince Bamber, Cincinnati Pur-
cell star in his prep-school days 
and a finalist in the Junior City 
tournament; Terence Dean of 
Verona High's New Jersey 
champs in ~42, and veteran of 
service competition with Keesler 
Fiekl, Misssissippi; and Jack Dil-
lon of Indianapolis, who was 
runner up in the Indiana State 
Junior Tourney in 1944. 
Others who should make things 
hot for the returning lettermen 
are MacMullen, a transfer from 
Kentucky U. and member of 
their 1946 outfit and Larry Meu-
thing, who was a high contender 
for Ohio prep honors during the 
three · years he captained the Probably of greater interest tq Xavier than any other item on 
-the list reviewed was an editorial in the University of Cincinnati I 
News-Record. Morris Fogel is the News Record's sports editor. Sports Bee 
Morris Fogel is the author of the editorial we comment on. Mr. 
Fogel was a spectator at the U.C.-Xavier basketball game, arid a I Likes Hidtt's Program 
Hive · I ~~~~!~~:.ti St. Xavier mashie 
The following men round out 
the list of candidates: Bob Rein-
very critical spectator at that! Using the recent "Brotherhood W~k" _ . 
as the theme of his editorial, Old McMicken's sports editor saw fit I Dear Editor: 
to call attention to the lack of brotherhood on the ·part of XU I have read all the different' 
rooters at that contest with the spectacular words "travesty on letters thus far printed in the 
brotherhood"! Luckily for Mr. Fogel, he tempers his harsh state-; Bee Hive, and I have yet to read 
ments with an acknowledgement of the fact that lack of brother- one that offers a constructive 
hood is not common among the students of this university and criticism. I sometimes wonder 
thereby dodges the wrath of every Blue and White adherent. I if there is anything good abou"t 
FOGEL'S "TRAVESTY ON JUSTICE". • • • the school.:- I am certain the 
Al h h F 1, d"t · 1 · .1 · d b · students would notice some of t oug oge s e i aria 1s eas1 y recognize as emg a th b tt - th· · f th I 
rashly sensational opinion on the .game in comparison to general 
1 





b r f "t . t"ll t' t r th t . 'f h 00 e or em. persona y e ie , l is s l very exaspera. mg o rea ize a m. ~rl mg as e can cite a school function that I 
does, he leads many unknowing people to the opm1on th'lt the . t It . 
1 
II 
actions of Xavier's students at the tussle were comparable to Nazi ~~?reel~ ~· "t . JS on r a s: 
atrocities. He is desperately concerned with pointing _out that a t mg, du't 1 is at choutr tehousschoso-l 
· k h · d 1 b t' ,, (I th• ure an 1 proves a e certain Bearcat star too . a "p ys1cal an verba ea mg. n is, is tr in to hel the students in 
space last week we contritely ·agreed on the matter of verbal beat- i Y g 'bl. P 
'/Vig/it Games 
Dear Editor: 
Now that old man winter is 
about to take leave of us and 
with spring fast approaching, 
the question of the possibilities 
of the formation of an intramu-
ral softball league among the 
dorm students has arisen. 
tng, but we howl loud and long about that player's having received every possi e way. · 
any more physical beating than he himself was anxious to dish out.) Many of the s~udents hav~ a sions. 
two or three hour lunch period. May I suggest, as a solution 
We, and I speak for many of 
my fellow resident students, are 
wondering as to just what fa-
cilities can be made available to 
us for-this purpose. We real-
ize that the varsity football and 
baseball squads will demand 
most of the available campus 
ground, and justly so, for t_heir 
respective spring training ses-
PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN GLASS HOUSES •• • • Two- or three hours is a long to this problem, that the dorm 
Anyone who took the time to r.ead Fogel's lament, but who i time, and though many of the students be allowed to play their 
did not actually witness the game, could draw no other conclusions students spend much of this time games in the stadium at night 
than these:-Xavier men do not .practice brotherhood; in backing studying the more active men under the lights. 1 make this 
their team they are "maladjusted" and "sneaks"; they stoop to become restless and want recre- suggestion with the supplement 
verbal insults but are afraid to back their attitudes with physical ation. Their problem is readily that the use of the lighting sys-
force (we stopped that when we left grade school, pal!); Uni- solved by the athletic depart- em would not be too costly and 
versity of Cincinnati students are above all -such actions and have ment. Before an intramural that, the lresodding of the foot-
never been guilty of performing them. To all this .guff we emit league was formed anyone could ball fie.Id, which 1 have heard is 
a healthy "Phooey," (and· it is too bad we cannot be more em-: go to the f,ieldhouse and get a planned, might be postponed un-
phatic!) Fogel's thoughts in his editorial, though not necessarily. basketball from Mr. Hiatt to use til summer. .
1 those of the University of Cincinnati as a whole, are to be regarded in the gym. To my amazement Richard J. O'Connor . 
in the last analysis as ·purely asinine. (If the News-Record wishes I didn't have to give Mr. Hiatt -------------
dents. · 
hart, Bob Buse, James Calme, 
Ralph Chambers, Bob Hoffman, 
Jim Oehler, Joe Pohlkamp, Bob 
Schned1, Charley Schott, Dick 
Schroeder, all local men. Out-
of-town llids hopng to place on 
the team are Bill Aylward of 
Wisconsin; Tony Balestrino of 
Hupbard, Ohio; Johnny Downs 
of .Chicago Campion; Bernie· 
Downey, Lima, Ohio; Cyril Kuhl 
and Herb Rosmarin of Hamilton, 
and Bob Waisman and Bill Wei-
gel from Batesville, Indiana. 
The Musketeer golf schedule, 
though incomplete to date, in-
cludes the :fiOil~w•ng matQhes: 
April 21, Miami here; April 25, 
Ohio U. and U. of Cincinnati at 
Clovernook (three-way match); 
May 5, c·incinnati ~ere; May 7, 
Wayne U. here; May 14, Ken-
tucky there; May 17, Ohio U. at 
Athens; May 20, Miami awtiY. 
Sports Reminder 
You still have an opportunltJ 
to be a candidate for the 
sprinr sports. If you have the 
desire to join, notify the res• 
pectlve coaches, Fr. Fiseher-
Golf; Mr. Ha ltt-Bueball; 
Jack Jeffre-T en n l 1; Fr. 
Mueller-Track. 
to maintain its usual high journalistic 'standards, it had better a dozen different reasons for 
censor the editorials of its rambunctious sports editor lest relations'. wanting a ball: I then realized 
between the two universities become unnecessarily strained. . . • that the field house and its.facil-
ities were for all the Xavier stu-
1 
D. J. Me7er ..._ __________ _. 
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Taverners To 
·Collaborate On 
M y_stery N O'Vel 
Withdrawal Notice 
If the student withdraws 
from any or all courses with· 
out permission of the Dean or 
the Registrar, he receives· an 
automatic failure. The student 
who withdraws from any or 
alL courses with the requisite 
permission will receive a grade 
of W, if the withdrawal takes 
place within the first third of 
the session, or a grade of WP 
(withdrew pas5ing) or WF 
(withdrew failing) if he wlth-
dra'Ys after the first ,third of 
the session. Permission will 
begiveii only when application 
is made within two weeks 
a ft e r discontinuance. The 
grade WF is accounted as a 
failure in computing scholastic 
standing. · 
Col. Dunn Endorses MARSH STUDIO Your News Staff 
37th Division ONG HEAD TO SPEAK Memhe1·s Guests Of 
Recruiting Drive sa:gent Mars!]., head ~f Marsh Tin1es Star At Taft 
W i th the indorsement of Studios, ~nd .. recent ~mner .of 
Colonel Sidney F. Dunn, Pro- second prize m a Nat10nal Pie- At a special invitation from 
fessor of Military Science and ture co~test for Graflex caI?- the ACCENT ON YOUTH De-
Tactics - at Xavier, the 134th eras, '_V~ll address the cl~ss m partment of the Times Stm· to 
Field. Artillery Battalion, Ohio Adverhsmg pext Thursday, ~arch attend the matinee performance 
National Guard, a unit of the 20. Mr. M~rsh.' an e~pert m the of "Henry V" a the Taft Audi-
37th Division, has opened its re- photogl'aphic fie.Id, will .speak on torium last Friday, Bob Jacobs 
cruiting drive on the campus. the place of pictures· m a de- and C. Charles Lang, News staff 
The armory of the 134th which ~elopment ~f a success~ul advert- members represented the Xavier 
is located just a few blocks from isei:nent. .His ta~k will open a publication in a group of repre-
xavi·er at th f R d' series of mterestmg features de- sentatives invited from the four , e corner o ea mg . . 
Road and Asmann Avenue, was Asigdnedt.t~ enatble thle stude~ts m Cincinnati colleges. After the 
the pre•war home of the 107th ver ismg o app Y practically showing of the British film, the 
Cavalry, and is now being con- the t~e?ry developed in the party, composed of Miss Helen 
verted to house four batteries of Advertising text book. Detzel, Esther Minella, Ruth 
artillery. At present Headquar- Hemmert of the Times Star, and 
ters Battery, commanded by L b l' E Dorothy Johnston of the Enquir-
A "novel" idea was agreed up-
•on at the March 10 meeting of I 
the Mermaid Tavern in the Blue 
Room of the Union House, when 
the first chapter of a mystery 
novel entitled "The. Pawn Like 
A Rosebud" was read by Warder 
Will Shakespeare Sweeney. The 
future 1plans of the novel will 
be in the hands of one Tavern 
member for each succeeding un-
dergrad meeting. The member 
who receives what has gone be-
fore is responsible for the next I 
chapter of the novel, without 
·help/from any other Taverner. 
Tom Hanna ,has accepted chap-
ter two in which he must carry 
forth a plof consisting of one 
murder and three suspects al-
ready. 
Caiptain Paul Eastman, is the a Or aW. Xpert er, with the six college mem-
only unit. activated, but Battery c· p I .hers, had dinner and a general 
Marshall Shatters "B" commanded ·by 1st Lt. 1tes ersonne get-to-gether acquainta~ce at 
James B. woods, is to be mus- Management Need the Colony Restaurant. 
In the line of new business, 
prices for Mermaid Tavern pins 
and keys were discussed. Mem-
bers are expected to report on 
their preference at the next un-
dergrad meeting, March 24. 
Ten Taverners were present at 
'the meeting in addition to Father 
Sweeney: Host Bob Jacobs, Bill 
Bt>cklage, Bob Dauer, Charlie 
Hogan, John Reiser, Jack Cassin, 
George Vetter, Charlie ·Lang, 
Tom Hanna, and Drawer John 
Leibold. 
The University of North Mex-
'ico is the oldest university in 
America, one hundred years old-
•er than Harvard! 
I 
Scoring Record tered soon. The Battalion Supply 
M h 11 ·c 11 g , Th d . g Officer and commander of Serv- Industry is crying for Per-ars a o e e s un erm . B t . . · . ice a tery is Captain Edwm H. sonnel Managers, and, therefore; 
}jj!rd ran ramppant over River W'll' h tt d d X · · ·11 b . . i iams w o a en e avier it wi not e difficult for anyone 
Falls, Wisconsin Teachers Col- in the class of 1931. · interested in the Economics 
lege to the tune of 113-80, shat- F. t X . · d d t t fi ld 
t . th . 1 . t' irs avier un ergra ua e o e to ·start, even inexperienced, ermg e natlona associa ion 1. t J h T W tt• f p 
f · t 11 · t b k tb 11 en is was o n . e ig, or- as a ersonnel Relations Man-o m erco egia e as e a scor- AAF S . h .11 . d k N mer erviceman, w o wi ager at a salary between $300 
mg recor last wee . ate De- b 1 t f "B" B t d $40 s 1 f h W. . e su.pp y sergean o a - an 0 a month. o stated Mr. ong o t e isconsm team t A d. t C 1 1 · racked up 56 points for individ- We~yll'. ccSor libngld oC o o dn. e Edward Holtz, speaking before 
1 h . h · h f th i iam . o , omman mg a gathering of the Economics ua ig -scoring onors o e Off. f th 134th . 1 1 b T d f B'll H 11 1 d · 38 icer o e , a specia C u last hurs ay evening. r~cas. f i h a . aye m "Xavier" Battery may be formed Mr. Holtz also related that "law 
pomts or t e wmners. .f t th •t• d · · h i response o e recrui mg ealmg wit Labor Relations is 
· drive is sufficient. the easiest form of law that any-
Basketball Leagues Fold Enlistment is for three years one can study." An abundance 
The dorm and day intramural 
basketball leagues have been 
discontinued because of the lack 
of interest shown by all con-
cerned. 
for original enlistments or for of material on the "Aspects of 
one year for re-enlistment. World Labor Legislation," and "Price 
War II service of six months Control" was contained in Mr. 
duration or more makes a man Holtz's address to the interested 
eligible for the one-year term. gathering. 
The age limits are 18 to 35. Men Mr. Holtz, a corporation law-
.INTERMJSSJ(J N: THOR JOHNSON with previous service receive full yer is associated with a local 




Carol Chapelle - Sammy Leeds 
Sinton Hotel CHerry 3333 
Thor Johnson and other native conductors, such as Alfred 
Wallenstein of the Los Angeles Philharmonic,• are in a position to 
concentrate their attention on the better works of American com-
posers, examine them arid make comparisons. They can creat~, 
through the programming of such works as are worthy of presen-
tation, an active appreciation for this American music. 
crdeit for that service, and, in- law firm. He is a Xavier graduate, 
sofar as possible, are ·given their an honor s.tudent of Harvard 
former rating. Pay in the 134th Law School, and a recognized 
is based on the present Army authority on state and national 
scale, pro-rate according to the labor problems. 
amount of duty performed: one:.'.'.'.:_~~=::_:__ ______ _!._:~~~===~~~~~~~ 
night a week and the two week :!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ! 
With some background of European traditions and his added 
knowledge and familiarity of American music, Thor Johnson's con-
.ducting of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will be eyed and 
appraised by critics and music lovers the world over. 
With these few remarks and a "Good Luck" wish, Xavier wel-
comes Thor Johnson to Cincinnati. 
camp in the summer. E i 
Men interested in joining or § · 5 
desiring further information are § WHITE VILLA FOODS 5 
asked to leave their names at the : -====_== military office in Albers Hall § from 
or to call 1st Sgt Carl Stoner at 5 
the Armory, Woodburn 9545. § A R M S 
Former officers are invited to 5 S U N S H I N E f 
MY DAYS WITH HEYWOOD BROUN contact Colonel lbold at the§ 
(Continued on Page 4) 
the publisher, gave orders to of his favorite people was Charles 
"cease fire." Butterworth. They were a 
Apropos of his so-called lazi- strange team - Charlie about 
ness, there was· a time during. five foot six and Broun about 
the 1929 bread iines when every six foot three. Charlie with his 
morning at 6: 00 a.m. Broun peculiar droll, slow, monotone 
would make his way down to remarks and Heywood quite the 
the line at "The Little Church opposite. 
Around his Corner," speak to the The people Broun befriended 
men and offer them jobs through in his life are countless. Not 
his "Give a Job 'Til June" bu- only those people but the ma-
reau which I mentioned in a jority of his associates, acquaint-
previous article. ances and readers loved him. 
At that time he also produced This was proven when 1after his 
a theatrical venture on a coop- death the New York Newspaper 
erative basis which provided Guild sponsored a Memorial 
employment for many of Broad- meeting at the Manhattan Opera 
way's greater and lesser lights. House in New York. It was es-
He called the show "Shoot the timated that at least 25,000 peo-
Works" and he did. It event- pie attended these services. 
uallyi_cost him some of his own They were crowded for blocks 
money but on the whole it· did on the streets outside the opera 
prove cooperative. I have since house after the hall was filled to 
seen some of the Hollywood capacity and listened to the trib-
stars doing the big time who were utes paid to their beloved Broun 
glad of the respite from "no job through loud speakers connect-
at all" to_ a chance to work in ed to the platform of the thea-
Broun's cooperative. tre. 
One of Heywood's most de- I regret that Broun could not 
lightful qualities was his sense see this demonstration. He 
of humor and his· wit. He loved people and he wanted to 
went in for punning which ac- be loved. His name might have 
cording to the rules is very low- been Bruin instead of Broun be-
brow wit. Broun's son, Hey- cause he reminded one of a great 
wood Hale Broun, was a good shaggy bear with wistful eyes 
foil for him, and between the wanting to hug the world and 
two there wasn't "a dull mo- also wanting to crush the evil 
ment." on·es in the world. 
His favorite comedian was Not alone did the newspaper 
Fred Allen whom he considered world suffer a great loss when 
the ereatest of his time. One Heywood Broun died. 
Armory on Monday nights. § 
Anyon~ interested in becom- i 
ing a member of Xavier's ·pioneer i 
track squad is advised to con- i 
tact Fr. Muller for further de- § 
WHITE VILLA . GROCERS, INC. 
537 EAST PEARL ST. 
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'Xavier Presents' Given Boost 
By WKRC Radio Pers'!1ialities 
·By Henry lff. lflasscy 
[Among Cincinnati's radio personalities who have had inter-
esting and fascinating, caree1·s and experiences i_n the ~eld h~ve 
been Mr. I-ltllbe1·t Taft, J1•., and M1-. Lew Kent- of Radio Station 
WKRC. Both men have been instrumental in arranging the new 
"Xavier P1·esents" radio sel'ies ove1· WKRC.] 
Patna Mission Drive 
In the recent drive for the Pat-
na Mission, Fr. Malone's Chris-
tian Culture class. (126 B), was 
victorious by virtue of their $.50 
per student average. · They re-
ceived the items from India 
which have been displayed on 
the bulletin board. 
The grand total for this 
week's collection was by far the 
best since the collection began. A 
grand total of $171.94 was re-
alized. 
Cardinal Preysing 
(Continued from Page 1) 
hand to greet His Eminence. The 
1 Monsignors present were the 
Rt. Rev Heiker from Dayton; Rt. 
Rev. Msgr Issemen, St. Louis 
Chancery; Rt. Rev. Frecking, St. 
. Stephens; Rt. Rev. O'Brien, Mt. 
·St. Mary's Seminary; Very Rev. 
) Gauche, St. Mary's. Seminary; 
I Very Rev. Schneider, St. Mary's 
Seminary. 
The Most Rev. Archbishop 
John T. McNicholas introduced 
the Bishop of Berlin as "the 
champion of freedom" who has 
consistently and valiantly fou~t 
Lew Kent Program Director j Eight years experience in against totalitarian .government. 
for Station WKRC, who has ar- newspaper work provided t~e Cardinal von Preysing opened 
ranged tha new "XAVIER PRE-I background for Hulbert Taft, Jr. s his fifteenth address by congrat-
SENTS" serie:;, prepared for his· entrance into radio in 1939. Taft ulating the United States on its 
career by studying at the Univer- was born in Cincinnati in 190~, fine system of Catholic education. 
sity of Maryland, Georgia Tech and dttended local schools until Although most of the Cardinal's 
and Columbia University, re- his second year in high school remarks concerned the bad time 
ceiving degre~s from the first at which time he entered the in Germany, not only physical 
two schools. That education Taft School in preparation for but moral as well, he was care-
was culminated by his entrance Yale University. After majoring ful to point out that many priests 
into radio more than 20 years in English at Yale and graduat- lost their lives in their outspoken 
ago during which time Georgia- ing in 1930, Taft took post-grad- condemnation of the Nazi regime. 
born Kent has been everything uate work in English at the In speaking of the widespread 
from entertainer to executive. source by attending St. John starvation in Germany and on 
Kent entered radio as a singer College at Cambridge University, the continent as a whole. the 
and first appeared on the air over during which time he also stud- Cardinal expressed deep grati-
Station WSB, Atlanta, in Jan- ied Continental newspaper meth- tude for the packages 'and the 
uary, 1927 in "Transcontinental ods abroad. Returning to Amer- relief' work provided by the 
Hour" a variety show which was ica in 1931, Taft immediately American people, and begged 
a pio~eer in late night broadcast- went to work for the Cincinnati them not to discontinue helping 
ing. His work received atten- Times Star where he started as a the needy. According t-O the 
tion from major studios in New cu·b reporter and eventually cov- Cardinal, those who suffer most 
York City, and Kent then moved ered every phase of newspaper from the war are the children 
there to unnounce and sing on writing and operation. In 1939, and the very old people. Be-
WOV and later on WiOR, hand- the Times Star bought station I cause of insufficiency of food, 
ling both NBC and CBS network WKRC and Taft was appointed the unusually severe cold, and 
programs. Later he was ·ap- Managing Director, a position he the crowded living conditions, 
pointed to WNOX as Program held except for the years of many of the children suffer from 
Director and more than a de- World War II, in which he en- malnutrition and tuberculosis. 
cade ago came to Cincinnati to listed and was finally honorably The elderly people are a very 
work on an NBC show "Happy discharged with the rank of difficult problem for they have 
Days in Dixie" and also to an- Captain. very little resistance and ·Often 
nounce and sing over WCKY. During the War, Taft served the physician is able to reach 
From here, Kent demonstrated two years overseas with th~ U.S. them only when it is too late. It 
his belief in th~ title of that NBC Army Air Force and participated was these people who received 
show and ::·eturned to Georgia as in both the African and Italian the Christmas packages from the 
Program Director of · WMAZ, campaigns. Taft now has two archdiocese, and the Cardinal 
Macon only to return to Cincin- radio stations under his super- tried to express their appreciation 
nati a year ago as Program Di- vision, WKRC and WCTS, the for these much needed gifts, and 
rector of WKRC in the Queen new FM station. asked that God reward all those 
City where he had once sung for Because of his service with who toiled in relief work. Card-
57 weeks at the Netherland Pla- the Air Force, Taft's hobby is inal von Preysing then gave his 
za. Lew Kent is a member of naturally aviation and he both blessing and remained until all 
Radio's Twenty-Year Club, is an owns and pilots his own plane. who so desired had kissed his 
expert horseman, ,and is loyal to He is married, the father of two ring. 
his Southern ancestry residing girls and one boy, and lives as -------------
way down yonder in the deep a practical farmer on Indian Hill. 
south of Covington, Kentucky. The Taft family has always been 
' interested in Xavier University. 
WANT ADS Hulbert Taft, Sr. holds his hon-orary LL.D. from Xavier, and 
Seniors wanting their thesis 
typed see J. J. Gilliece, Room 
President William Howard Taft 
was a student at Xavier. 
108 between 12:30:1 :30 any day. In Spain, initial steps have been 
Price 15c per <page. taken toward the 'beatification of 
Seniors desirous of having seven Jesuit martyrs of the 
their th~sis typed, including ca~-
1 
Spanish Civil War. The revolt 
bon copies, see R. M. Malarkey m took 119 Jesuit lives. 
room 46 at 8:30 M-W-F or room 
31 at 11:30 M-W-F. Price 15 cents 
a page. QUEEN CITY 
LOST AND FOUND BLUE PRINT CO. 
Found: A crutch was found in 
the field house after the X-UC 
game. It may be claimed at the 
(Rear of Post Office) 
Photostats Discharge Papers 
of Terminal Leave ........ office of the registrar. 
Found: Fountain pen with in- ~H;,;E;;• y;;;;;;;;IJl;,;E;;!.;;N;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
itials S. C. D. Owner may claim. 
I For your favorite records it in the XU NEWS Office. It's the 
For Sale-Standard 8' cyl. tudor 
Ford sedan. Good condition, CAPITOL RECORD 
,,~Hll;;;;:;;::.;~;:;~;;-H .. 
. The Abe Baumring . ' . 
I Pliarmacy 3618 Montgomery Road EVANSTON 
; ......... "................................... .. ... 
Follow the 
Easter Parade 
To the 12th Annual 
BUNNY HOP· 
Pi Alpha Phi 
Fraternity 
Peggy Arthur's Orche8lra 
Hotel Gibson-Roof Garden 
Em1ter Siinday Night, 
APRIL 6, 1947 
FORENSIC TIFF ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 § 
PITS DEBATERS § NEW -§ 
VERSUS BUTLER § § - -The Poland Philopedian So- S ENGLAND 5 
ciety represented Xavier at In- S § 
dianapolis on Saturday in a non- 5 HAT S 
judged debate against Butler § § 
University. The topic debated 5 5 
was the inter-collegiate topic: § MANUFACTURING § 
Resolved: that labor be given a 5 5 
direct share in the management 5 COMPANY 5 
of industry. The University of S._ § 
Cincinnati's . team appeared here 5 S 
in a non-judged' debate Thurs- i 118 E t s· th St t § 
day evening on the inter-collegi- S · QS IX ree § 
ate topic. 5 Cincinnati, Ohio : - -- -
No Smoking In Class Rooms § m.m1111111111111111111111n11111111111111F. 
l/lllllllllllJlllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllll//llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllll//lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll//mIJJJJJJJJ 
THE MUSI~ BOX 
Presents 
PRENT JAMESON DUO 
Guitm· and Piano 
Dltmer Uo11r, Eves. 'Tfl fJloslng 
Wine and Dine in Cincinnati's 
Smartest Room 
FOlJNTAIN SQlJ ARE HOTEL 
MeJ Deininger, Mgr. MA 4660 
.11111111111m1111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Mahley & tarew 
SUITS AND SPORT COATS 
FROM ltlABLE¥'S 
COLLEGE SHOPS 
UNDER GRAD gets the college crowd off to a 
super start in the Easter Parade witn double-
breasted suits . • . long 'n' easy draped sport 
coats the two-button· type •• , in luxury-look, 
long-~eoring wools, in patterns and colors new c:is 
tomorrow's headlines. 
• Suits:-------..35.0D to SS.00 
Sport Coats 22.SO to 35.00 
Molll1r'1 Coll11• Shop :__Second Floor 59,000 miles. New tires and bat-I SHOP 
tery. $900. Call HU 2019-J , ._n_o_v_i_ne_s_tr_e_e& ___ •_A_. _u_2_1 .. L.-----------' L----------------------.. 
$3.00 a couple, Tax Incl, 
Informal, 9 to I 
Limited Ticket Sale 
/ 
I 
